of an ILS and does not directly cover issues related to LSPs and discovery layers, it does highlight the key aspects and connections that would be ideal candidates for optimization. This book can guide those who would like to plan a similar ILS improvement project and are not sure where to start. It offers a practical common-sense approach to identifying and potentially resolving ILS issues. It helps readers define the problem and lays out the necessary considerations that should be reviewed. While not exhaustive, even experienced librarians may benefit from the process methodology and documentation practices. It would be a good starting point for any ILS analysis project.—Elisa Nascimento (elisa.nascimento@yale.edu), Yale University Library, New Haven, Connecticut


The importance of taxonomies has been visible in recent years, whether it is with organizations that oversee describing communities of people or how to sell on the importance of taxonomies to the stakeholders of a company. There have been conversations within the Library of Congress on whether to change the search terms defining marginalized groups; universities are dealing with similar issues when they are faced with students questioning why a book has been categorized or shelved in a certain way; and if someone is trying to start a business that involves helping people with their travel needs, they need to consider who their targeted audience is, what terms that audience would be using and tailor the business model to suit those needs for prime optimization. These are just some of the examples of how taxonomies can help organizations and it is important to be able to identify and show this potential to colleagues and stakeholders.

Taxonomies are not only for e-commerce but also for marketing, technical documentation, and even matchmaking; they are the support for “both search[ing] and brows[ing] for information retrieval in addition to enabling consistent tag[ging]” (xxi). Taxonomies are especially important to the success of an organization because of how the vocabularies work in enhancing the ability of the digital information to reach the user; it is increasingly seen as important to the necessary stakeholders, from taxonomy project managers to owners to any other digital asset managers, data scientists, etc.

Editor Helen Lippell is a taxonomy consultant with over fifteen years’ experience; the companies she has collaborated with include the BBC, the Department for International Trade, and the Metropolitan Police. Her objective with the book is to provide a useful resource for the reader at any level. She collaborates with eighteen other contributors responsible for the subsequent chapters. They include professional taxonomy consultants, librarians, career and information consultants, and others. The book is divided into four sections and includes figures and tables, notes, four appendices, as well as a glossary and index.

The first part of the book is titled “Getting Started” and covers business buy-in and scoping in addition to choosing the appropriate software. Readers are told to “ensure you can quickly explain the goals of the project in a meaningful way to stakeholders . . . your first sentence should explain what you are doing and why” (7). Stakeholders do not always understand the importance of investing in taxonomy, and it should be part of the goal to impress on them the need for a taxonomy plan. Readers are also cautioned to remember that no two taxonomies are the same and that there is no single best choice when it comes to any taxonomy tool.

Part 2 is entitled “Building Taxonomies” and it covers structure and scaling; learning about respect for culture and how to avoid bias; relationships; testing and validation of the taxonomies; interoperability; and everything that can go wrong. Chapter 4, “The Diversity of Terms,” is particularly relevant. There is an ongoing conversation about respecting cultures and being sensitive about what terms are used to describe these groups. An awareness of personal bias is also important to have because that could influence decision making in this regard. The author of that chapter, Bharat Dayal Sharma, stressed that organizations should not assume anything about who they are describing but that more importantly, “we should be adaptable and open to feedback about what terms we use” (63). Chapter 7 on interoperability is about ensuring metadata can be shared across databases and organizations. It is useful to remember that “when metadata terms differ between systems, extra work is required to make sure any data that is imported from one system to another ends up in the proper metadata field” (100).

Part 3, “Applications,” deals with enterprise search, digital asset management, powering structured content, and information architecture and e-commerce. It stresses the importance of the metadata associated with the object. Most of the chapters are read in a typical fashion but chapter 10 reads more like a conversation between the editor and the two contributors. It stresses that the reader needs to always be thinking about the future and how to keep the taxonomies useful now and in the future. Questions to ask include whether the content is intuitive? Will it be adaptable and scalable? Will another user be able to understand it if you are not present to answer questions?

Business adoption is the topic of part 4. Readers should
Copyright and Course Reserves: Legal Issues and Best Practices for Academic Libraries.

By Carla S. Myers. Santa Barbara, CA: Libraries Unlimited. 2022. 294 p. $80 softcover


From the creation of the first US federal copyright law in 1790 to the present, those charged with interpreting its meaning have faced a daunting task. Mark Twain joked near the turn of the twentieth century, “Only one thing is impossible for God: To find any sense in any copyright law on the planet.” Anticipating the passage of the 1976 Copyright Act, The New York Times predicted, “no bells are likely to ring [in celebration].” Why? “The matter is simply too technical, complicated and cumbersome for anyone but specialists to get very excited.”

I wasn’t surprised to see Twain’s quote in the epigraph of Carla S. Myers’s new book, Copyright and Course Reserves: Legal Issues and Best Practices for Academic Libraries, the first book, to my knowledge, that focuses on these two subjects in tandem. Myers, an Associate Professor and Coordinator of Scholarly Communication at Miami University Libraries, is an expert on the topic, having spent well over a decade of her career navigating copyright in higher education. The goal of the book, as the author states in the “Introduction,” is to highlight the “myths and misconceptions about the law” that hinder reserve services in academic libraries, and in so doing, “help colleagues avoid some of the frustrations . . . [that arise when trying] to sort copyright facts from fiction” (xv). The author successfully does both.

Myers’s book is divided into three parts: part 1, “Reserve Administrative Considerations,” part 2, “Copyright and Course Reserves,” and part 3, “Additional Legal Considerations for Reserve Services.” You don’t need to read them in order, or even completely, to learn a good deal about copyright and course reserves. In fact, for those interested in the book’s title but who don’t need to know about the day-to-day functioning of course reserves in a library, part 1 could be skipped. Indeed, the three chapters that comprise the first section only briefly touch on copyright and include such detailed information about establishing and running reserve services in an academic library that it wouldn’t be a stretch to call it a “how-to” manual. The author discusses print, electronic, and media resources and covers everything from what to do if your library doesn’t own a copy of a requested work, to marketing reserve services to instructors and students (hint: marketing should happen well before and after an instructor initiates a reserve request).

Myers is particularly attentive to student needs in part 1 and highlights several important issues for libraries that are considering or currently offering reserve services, including affordability, the digital divide, time, and accessibility. However, while Myers emphasizes that reserve services can be critical to students’ success in the classroom, the author in no way suggests that reserve services are mandatory. In fact, Myers argues that “Libraries should not implement reserve services that are being offered by peer institutions because it seems like the right or trendy thing to do, nor should they offer them because a few instructors and students have requested that they do so” (10). Rather, each library should conduct an institutional scan with the following questions in mind: “Is there truly a need for these services?” (10) and “To what extent can the library support reserve services?” (11).

Part 2, “Copyright and Course Reserves,” forms the core of the book and consists of eight chapters (chs. 4–11) that are primarily concerned with the sections of US Copyright Law related to user rights. Sections 107, 108, 109, 110, and 1201 are all covered in depth in separate chapters. Material from previous chapters occasionally reappears in other chapters verbatim, which the author did intentionally so the work could be read in piecemeal. Each chapter of the book also ends with a section titled “Putting It All Together,” which I found particularly useful after wading through some of the heavier chapters. The numerous chapter headings/subheadings are